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Fano effect in a quantum-ring–quantum-dot system with tunable coupling
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Transport measurements are presented on a quantum ring that is tunnel-coupled to a quantum dot. When the
dot is in the Coulomb blockade regime, but strongly coupled to the open ring, Fano line shapes are observed
in the current through the ring, when the electron number in the dot changes by 1. The symmetry of the Fano
resonances is found to depend on the magnetic flux penetrating the area of the ring and on the strength of the
ring–dot coupling. At temperatures above T=0.65 K the Fano effect disappears, while the Aharonov-Bohm
interference in the ring persists up to T=4.2 K. Good agreement is found between these experimental obser-
vations and a single-channel scattering matrix model including decoherence in the dot.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum rings and quantum dots are prototype systems
for the observation of mesoscopic interference on the one
hand and for spectroscopic investigations of discrete level
spectra of interacting systems on the other hand. Ring-
shaped structures give rise to Aharonov-Bohm �AB�
interference1–3 which can be tuned by applying a magnetic
flux through the area enclosed by the ring. Open-ring geom-
etries have been used as interferometers, e.g., to study the
transmission phase of quantum dots in the Coulomb block-
ade �CB� regime.4,5 The discrete level spectrum of Coulomb
blockaded quantum dots has been extensively studied using
tunneling spectroscopy to probe interaction and spin effects
when a gate voltage is used to successively add electrons to
such artificial atoms.6

Interference of a resonant state, e.g., a discrete level of a
quantum dot, and a continuum of states, e.g., in a quantum
wire or an open ring, typically gives rise to asymmetric line
shapes characteristic of the Fano effect.7 A theoretical treat-
ment of the Fano effect was originally developed for scatter-
ing cross sections of nuclei8–10 and in optical spectroscopy,11

but recently Fano resonances were also addressed in a mul-
titude of mesoscopic systems.12–19 In mesoscopic transport
the energy-dependent conductance of a Fano resonance can
be written as

G��� = G0 +
G1

1 + q2

�q + ��2

�2 + 1
. �1�

Here, �= �E−E0� / �� /2� is a dimensionless energy parameter
with E the energy of an electron, E0 the energy of the reso-
nance, and � the width of the resonance. The quantity q is
known as the Fano parameter and determines the shape of
the resonance line.7 For q=� resonant transmission domi-
nates and the Fano resonance becomes equivalent to a sym-
metric Breit-Wigner resonance. For q=0 a Breit-Wigner-
shaped antiresonance is observed and for q= ±1 the
asymmetry is strongest. Theoretically the Fano effect in me-
soscopic systems has been discussed for both resonant and

20,21 22–24
open cavities, and in conjunction with rings. It has
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been proposed that Fano resonances in quantum dots could
be used as a measure of phase coherence25 or a means to
produce spin-polarized currents.26 Experimentally Fano reso-
nances were observed in the tunneling current through a
single cobalt atom on a gold surface.27 In Coulomb block-
aded quantum dots it was found that the interference of a
broad resonance �quasicontinuum� with a narrow resonance
can lead to Fano peak shapes.16,28,29 A recent experiment
investigated a Coulomb blockaded quantum dot side-coupled
to a quantum wire and discussed the implications of Cou-
lomb interactions between the dot and the wire in the Fano
regime.19 Kobayashi et al. further studied the Fano effect in
an AB ring with a quantum dot embedded in one arm of the
ring.17 In these experiments the magnetic field allowed them
to tune the relative phase between the nonresonant �ring� and
the resonant �dot� path, periodically changing the asymmetry
of the Fano line shape. Their interpretation required the in-
troduction of a complex q parameter to account for the AB
phase. Similar results were also found in crossed carbon
nanotubes with a resonant state at the point where the tubes
are touching.30

In these ring systems the Fano effect arises due to the
interference of a Breit-Wigner-type resonance in one arm of
the ring �containing a strongly coupled quantum dot� with a
continuum channel in the other arm of the ring. Here, we
present transport studies on a structure where a quantum dot
in the CB regime is side-coupled to a ring �see Fig. 1�a��.
Our structure has a tunable channel between the ring and the
dot which permits us to couple coherently the two sub-
systems while keeping them spatially separated and therefore
minimize capacitive effects of the quantum dot on the inter-
ference in the ring, as investigated in Ref. 19 and Ref. 31. In
contrast to previous ring systems, our experiment constitutes
a tunable Fano scatterer consisting of one arm of the ring and
the side-coupled dot, which is made to interfere with alter-
native paths along the second arm of the ring. This allows us
to study the interplay between continuous AB interference in
the ring and interference involving a resonant level in the
dot. Similar ring geometries with side-coupled quantum dots
have been studied theoretically in the context of persistent

32,33
currents.
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The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the experi-
mental realization of the coupled ring-dot structure is dis-
cussed and low-temperature transport measurements are pre-
sented. In Sec. III we give a model for the ring-dot system
within the scattering matrix formalism and link it to the Fano
formula in Eq. �1�. In Sec. IV model and experimental results
are compared and we follow Ref. 34 to model decoherence
in the dot due to finite temperatures and coupling to the
leads. In Sec. V we discuss limitations of the model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Sample and measurement setup

The coupled ring–dot structure was realized in a
Ga�Al�As heterostructure with a high-quality two-dimen-
sional electron gas �2DEG� 34 nm below the surface. The
electron density in the 2DEG was ns=4.8�1015 m−2 and the
mobility was �=50 m2/Vs at 1.7 K. Figure 1�a� shows an
atomic force microscope �AFM� image of the device defined
using AFM lithography. The 2DEG below the oxide lines is
depleted �white lines� and the 2DEG regions at the side of
the ring–dot structure are used as in-plane gates �igt , igr ,
igb , igd�. In a subsequent step an 8 nm thin titanium film
was evaporated on top of the structure and the AFM was
again used to cut this top gate into individual split gates
�tgd , tgr , tgc , tq1, tq2, tq3, tq4� as indicated by the gray
lines. These top gates allow for a unique tunability of the
electron number in and the coupling between the two sub-
systems as well as to the leads. More specifically, a narrow
top gate stripe �tgc� can be used to completely isolate the
ring electronically from the dot. Details about the fabrication
process may be found in Ref. 35 and Ref. 36.

The measurements were performed in a dilution refrigera-
tor with an electron temperature T=100 mK. The measure-
ment setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1�b�. A symmetric
ac bias voltage Vring=5 �V was applied to the two leads of
the ring at a frequency of 21 Hz, and in the same way V
dot
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=5 �V was applied to the two leads of the dot with a fre-
quency of 14.4 Hz. For the current Iring driven by Vring at
21 Hz and detected at the drain lead of the ring with a
frequency-selective lock-in technique, the dot contacts ap-
pear as if they were grounded. Similar arguments hold for
the dot current Idot and the current traversing from ring to
dot, Icross. From these considerations the following simplified
conductance formulas can be deduced:

Iring

Vring
=

2e2

h
�T12 +

1

2
�T13 + T14�� , �2�

Idot

Vdot
=

2e2

h
�T34 +

1

2
�T31 + T32�� , �3�

Icross

Vring
=

2e2

h
�T31 − T32� . �4�

Here, Tji is the transmission from lead i to j following the
numbering of the gates tqi in Fig. 1�a�. For negligible cou-
pling between the structures the first two values become
equivalent to the two terminal conductance Gring of the ring
and Gdot of the dot, respectively, since the transmission
through the connecting channel vanishes. A measurement of
Gring and Gdot when the central gate pinches off the channel
between the structures is shown in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�. The
ring conductance exhibits pronounced AB oscillations as a
function of a magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the
sample, and the period �B=61 mT is in agreement with add-
ing single flux quanta to the area enclosed by the ring with
an average radius r0=135 nm. The AB oscillations persist up
to T�4.2 K. This is slightly lower than in previous measure-
ments of similar two-terminal ring structures where a phase
coherence length �� of more than a micron was found at
4.2 K.37 The conductance Gdot shows CB resonances as a
function of Vigd applied to the in-plane gate electrode igd

FIG. 1. �a� Scanning force microscope image
of the quantum ring coupled to a quantum dot.
The oxide lines �white� impose barriers between
the conducting regions of the 2DEG �black�,
34 nm below the surface. In-plane gate electrodes
igd, igr, igb, igt as well as a structured top gate
tgd , tgr , tgc , tq1, tq2, tq3, tq4 are used to
tune the electron density in the dot and the ring
and the coupling between them and to the con-
tacts. �b� Measurement setup used to measure Idot

and Iring simultaneously and under symmetric
bias conditions. Icross reflects the transmission
from the ring to the dot. �c� Aharonov-Bohm os-
cillations in the two terminal ring conductance
Gring. �d� Coulomb-blockade oscillations in the
two-terminal dot conductance Gdot as a function
of the in-plane gate voltage Vigd.
closest to the dot. From measurements of Coulomb diamonds
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we find an average addition energy Eadd�500 �eV for the
dot. Our setup allows us to simultaneously detect the reso-
nance position in the dot and the interference pattern in the
ring current, without changing the coupling or any additional
gate voltages. Furthermore, the magnetic field is used to tune
the interference between the phase-sensitive ring and the dot
which, when side-coupled to one arm of the ring, will act as
a Fano scatterer �see below�.

B. Coupling the ring and the dot

Before coupling the ring and the dot coherently we assess
the magnitude of the cross talk between the structures due to
the cross coupling of the gate electrodes and direct Coulomb
interaction. To this end Vtgc was set to −75 mV in order to
deplete the channel between the two structures. Figure 2�a�
shows a measurement of AB oscillations in Gring when Vigd
is used to tune the electron number N in the dot. The white
dotted lines show the CB peak positions in the dot. The
unperturbed AB oscillations in Fig. 2 indicate that, unlike
recently reported results,19,31 we are in a regime where the
direct Coulomb interaction between the two structures is
negligibly small. Furthermore, the gate on the dot changes
neither the characteristic amplitude nor the phase of AB os-
cillations in the ring over a range �Vigd	45 mV. We find
that the same is true when changing Vtgd applied to the top
gate of the dot. The top gate electrodes tgr and tgd, respec-
tively, allow us to tune the electron density in the ring or
electron number in the dot over a large range without chang-
ing the coupling to source and drain strongly. However,
where possible we restrict ourselves to tuning the in-plane
gates, since in this case we find the structure to be more
stable and the gate voltages lead to fewer charge rearrange-
ments.

In order to couple the two structures we increase Vtgc.
Figure 2�b� shows the three currents Iring �dotted line�, Idot
�dashed line�, and Icross �solid line�, where thicker lines cor-
respond to less negative Vtgc. With stronger coupling, Icross
increases from negligible current at Vtgc=−50 mV to a value

around 4 pA with clear AB oscillations at Vtgc=−42 mV. In
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this regime Iring exhibits larger deviations from the perfect
symmetry as a function of magnetic field B, an effect that is
expected for the transition from a two-terminal to multiter-
minal system.38 The current Idot is not significantly modified
by the increase in Vtgc except that the source-drain coupling
of the dot is influenced slightly, which leads to a larger cur-
rent for the strongest coupling.

Starting from this strongly coupled situation, we have op-
timized the amplitude of the AB oscillations in the ring and
their coupling to the CB resonances in the dot by changing
several gate voltages. Note that specifically Vigt and Vigb
were increased from 0 to 200 mV in order to optimize the
interconnecting channel from the ring to the dot. In the fol-
lowing, more negative Vtgc values are therefore required to
close this channel. Figure 2�c� shows a simultaneous mea-
surement of Iring and Idot when Vtgd is tuned over a large
range. While Idot shows clear CB oscillations the ring current
depends strongly on the level alignment in the dot. When the
dot is tuned through a resonance peak with increasing Vtgd,
Iring is reduced by up to a factor of 2. This is a manifestation
of the Fano effect. It has been shown previously that a dot
which is side-coupled to a wire is a typical Fano system.18

Here, we probe the properties of such a Fano scatterer by
embedding it in a two-terminal ring structure.

Figure 3�a� shows curve traces of Iring and Idot as a func-
tion of Vigd for B=0 mT and after half an AB period �B
=30 mT�. The vertical lines mark the positions of the CB
resonances as determined from peak fits to Idot with a Lorent-
zian line shape. Increasing the flux through the ring by half a
flux quantum changes Iring from a behavior where a dip oc-
curs at each gate voltage before the dot resonance to a situ-
ation where a similar asymmetric dip occurs after the dot
resonance. Figures 3�b�–3�d� show Iring, Idot, and Icross in
gray-scale plots as a function of Vigd and B. The dips in Iring
�bright areas in Fig. 3�b�� continue to oscillate back and forth
for each additional flux quantum through the ring until at
B	150 mT normal AB oscillations are recovered. The ver-
tical white lines are again the peak positions determined
from fits to Idot shown in Fig. 3�c�. The slight peak shifts as

FIG. 2. �a� AB oscillations in Gring as a func-
tion of Vigd when the channel between the dot
and the ring is pinched off. The dashed white
lines show the CB peak positions as determined
from the dot conductance Gdot. This indicates that
electrostatic coupling is negligibly small. �b�
Three simultaneously measured currents Iring

�dotted lines�, Idot �dashed lines�, Icross �solid
lines�, when Vtgc=−50,−46,−42 mV is raised to
increase the coupling between the ring and the
dot. The thickest line indicates strongest cou-
pling. �c� Iring and Idot when Vtgd is used to tune
the electron number of the dot. While Idot shows
the expected Coulomb oscillations the current
through the ring exhibits the typical asymmetric
line shapes characteristic of the Fano effect.
a function of magnetic field are due to the influence of the
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magnetic field on individual orbital levels of the dot. From
the evolution of the peak amplitude and position, we find that
neighboring peaks show highly correlated behavior over
large magnetic field ranges, indicating spin pairing in the dot
for the six peaks that are shown. As expected Icross �Fig. 3�d��
is different from zero only when Idot is finite. Icross which
flows through both structures oscillates around zero with the
AB period as a function of B. This is in contrast to Iring,
which has a significant B-independent background. We ex-
plain this by the fact that Icross measures the difference be-
tween the two transmissions T31 and T32 and the B-in-
dependent-contribution therefore cancels out if the structure
geometry and the couplings are ideally symmetric. Due to
the three terminals the different AB geometry for T31 and T32
retains a net AB effect.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. A quantum dot resonator

We model the coherent quantum dot in the single-particle,
single-level approximation as a closed-end resonator consist-
ing of a 1D wire with a barrier and a perfect reflector as
205326
shown in Fig. 4�a�. The unitary scattering matrix of a general
barrier is given by

SR = �r t�

t r�
	 = � ei

R ei�
+��/2
1 − R

ei�
+��/2
1 − R − ei�
R
	 ,

�5�

where R is the reflection probability and 
 ,� are free-phase
parameters. The reflection amplitude of such a dot is found
from a sum over all Feynman paths,

rres = r + t�rt���
n=0

�

�r��rt��n�t = r +
t�rt�t

1 − r��rt�
. �6�

Here, �=ei describes the propagation between the barrier
and the reflector and rt=−ei� is the reflection amplitude at the
reflector. By introducing the phase �D=�+2+� which an
electron accumulates during a round trip in the dot, the total
reflection amplitude becomes

FIG. 3. �a� Line traces as a function of Vigd of
the currents Iring �dotted lines�, Idot �dashed
lines�, and Icross �solid lines� at B=0 mT �top
panel� and B=30 mT �bottom panel�. The vertical
dashed lines mark the peak positions. Curves are
slightly offset at Vigd=−25 mV to correct for a
parametric charge rearrangement at that gate
value. �b�–�d� Gray-scale plots of the currents
Iring �a�, Idot �b�, and Icross �c� as a function of B
and Vigd. The white vertical lines are fits to the
CB peak positions in �c�.

FIG. 4. �a� Stub resonator with barrier and
reflector as a model for a quantum dot. �b� Fano
scatterer realized with a dot side-coupled to a
wire. �c� Ring-dot structure composed of a Fano
scatterer embedded in a two terminal AB ring. �d�
and �e� Comparison of the scattering model with
Iring. �d� Model calculation for −2 to +1 flux
quanta passing through the ring and over a
change of 6� in the dot phase �D. The parameters
used were q=1, �R=0.61, R=1/2 and all leads to
the ring are assumed to be ideal beam splitters.
�e� Section of Iring for two spin-paired states. The
white dashed lines are the peak positions ex-
tracted from fits to Idot.
-4
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rres = − ei
 ei�D − 
R

1 − 
Rei�D
. �7�

This can be rewritten as

rres = − ei


1 +
i

�
tan

�D

2

1 −
i

�
tan

�D

2

= − ei
1 + i�

1 − i�
= − ei�
+2 arctan ��,

�8�

with �= �1−
R� / �1+
R� and �= �1/�� tan ��D/2�. For this
closed-end structure, the amplitude is restricted to the unit
circle and resonances arise when �D=2�n, n�Z.

The dot resonator is then side-coupled to a wire through a
three-terminal junction as seen in Fig. 4�b�. The transmission
and reflection amplitudes of the wire are

tW = td + b1rresb2, �9�

rW = rd + b1rresb1�, �10�

where the amplitudes td and rd describe the direct transmis-
sion from the entrance to the exit of the wire and the direct
reflection at the entrance of the wire respectively. b1 and b1�
are the amplitudes for transmission from the entrance into
the dot and from the dot to the entrance, respectively, and b2
is the amplitude for transmission from the dot into the exit of
the wire. The side-coupled dot structure can hence be
mapped onto a 2�2 transfer matrix,

F =
1

tW
�tW

2 − rW
2 rW

− rW 1
	 , �11�

as indicated in Fig. 4�b�. The transmission probability of the
wire with the side-coupled dot can then be shown to have the
Fano form

TW = �tW�2 = �td − b1b2�2 +
4tdb1b2

1 + q2

�q + ��2

1 + �2 , �12�

where q=tan�
 /2� is the Fano parameter. For b1 ,b2�0 TW

produces Fano line shapes. This becomes clear when � is
approximated close to a resonance at energy Ep, neglecting
any energy dependence of �. It follows that

� =
1

�
tan

�D

2
�

E − Ep

�
, �13�

with

� = 2��d�D

dE
	−1

�14�

giving the link to the Fano formula in Eq. �1�. Note that the
Fano parameter q in Eq. �12�, and through it the line shape, is
uniquely determined by the direct reflection phase 
 of the
barrier in the side-coupled dot structure, i.e., 
= ±� pro-
duces a symmetric resonance peak �q= ± � �, 
=0 produces
a symmetric dip in the transmission �q=0�, and 
= ±� /2
produce maximally asymmetric line shapes �q= ±1�.
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In the following we assume the three-terminal junction to
be a symmetric beam splitter which is described by the uni-
tary scattering matrix39

SJ =
0

1

2

1

2

1

2

−
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2
−

1

2

� . �15�

Using this for the coupling between the dot and the wire we
get td=b1b2=b1b1�=1/2, resulting in a vanishing constant
term in the transmission probability in Eq. �12�. It follows
that

tW =
1

2
�1 + rres� =

1

i + q

q + �

1 − i�
, �16�

rW = −
1

2
�1 − rres� =

i

i + q

q� − 1

1 − i�
. �17�

A Fano scatterer is therefore characterized by the transfer
matrix F in Eq. �11�, with the two parameters q and �. The
transmission phase arg tw of such a Fano scatterer shows the
usual increase by � as the energy of the dot level is tuned
through a resonance. In addition to this, a phase lapse is
expected where the Fano line shape in Eq. �12� goes through
a transmission zero. The energy at which this occurs depends
on the Fano parameter q and will coincide with the reso-
nance energy ��=0� for q=0. With increasing magnitude of q
the phase jump moves away from the resonance position and
occurs in the middle between resonances as we approach a
Breit-Wigner line shape �q→ ± � �. It was pointed out in Ref.
40 that the sign of this phase jump can be either positive or
negative and depends on the relative magnitude of td and
b1b2, e.g., in Eq. �9�. In the case of td=b1b2 �perfect beam
splitter� the phase jump is infinitely sharp.

B. Ring–dot structure

The ring–dot structure in our experiment can now be
modeled by placing the transfer matrix F�� ,q� in one of the
arms of the ring as shown in Fig. 4�c�. The ring is attached to
two ideal semi-infinite leads at the junctions 1 and 2. These
junctions, together with the transfer matrix F, partition the
ring into three sections of equal length. When an electron
wave traverses each section it acquires the Fermi phase �R
=kF2�r0 /3, where kF is the Fermi wave number, as well as a
magnetic phase �= ±� / �3�0� �opposite signs for clockwise
and anticlockwise propagation� where � is the magnetic flux
enclosed by the ring and �0=h /e is the magnetic flux quan-
tum. These phases enter the transfer matrix for each ring
section

� = �e−i��−�R� 0

0 e−i��+�R� 	 , �18�

as indicated in Fig. 4�c�. With the boundary conditions on the

incoming amplitudes in the source and drain leads a1=1 and
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a2=0, one finds the two-terminal conductance from the Lan-
dauer formula,

G21 =
2e2

h
T21 =

4e2

h
�c21 + c21� �2, �19�

with

�c21

c21�
	 = �−1�F�� , � = 1 − �F�t1�t2,

t1 = t2 = �0 − 1

1 2
	 , �20�

and

� = 
2� 1

− 1
	 . �21�

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT

A. Tuning q with a gate voltage

For comparison with the experimental data we set �R
=0.61, a value which gives pronounced AB oscillations in
the ring while suppressing higher harmonics when the dot is
decoupled �R=1�. Figure 4�d� shows the calculated conduc-
tance G21 as a function of �D and the number of flux quanta
penetrating the ring with 
=� /2 �q=1� and R=1/2. For
comparison, a similar section of the measured Iring as a func-
tion of B and Vigd is shown in Fig. 4�e�. Very good agreement
is found, indicating that our simple model quite accurately
describes the experimental situation of the coupled ring-dot
structure. This agreement is robust against variations in R but
sensitive to changes in 
, since 
 is linked to the Fano factor
q. We determine q=1±0.1 in agreement with the experimen-
tal procedure where we optimized the coupling between the
ring and the dot to result in most asymmetric Fano line
shapes. The sign of the asymmetric line shape in Iring is

FIG. 5. Comparison of the scattering model with Iring for diff
spin-paired states and decreasing values of Vtgc. The white dashed li
from left to right the gate axis is shifted to compensate for the Vtgc-
through the ring and over a range of 4� in �D. The parameters use
0 �white� to 2e2 /h �black�.
periodically tuned by the flux penetrating the ring. This be-
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havior is qualitatively similar to recently reported results in
Ref. 17, where a complex q was introduced in order to ac-
commodate for the magnetic field dependence of the Fano
line shapes. However, we have not been able to transform
Eq. �12� into a form where the magnetic flux through the ring
only enters as a phase � /�0 in a complex q parameter, and
we therefore restrict ourselves to a real q parameter reflecting
only the Fano effect of one arm of the ring with the side-
coupled dot. The interference properties of this Fano scat-
terer are then probed by AB interference in the ring. This is
different from Ref. 17, where the whole ring structure with a
dot embedded in one arm is considered as a Fano scatterer.
In contrast to experiments that measure the transmission
phase of quantum dots in multiterminal ring geometries,4 the
phase of the AB oscillations in our ring structure with a side
coupled dot is locked and we can only investigate the phase
behavior of the Fano scatterer indirectly through a compari-
son with our model.

The q parameter is indicative of the coupling between the
dot and the ring and, to further strengthen the agreement
between model and experiment, we tune Vtgc successively
more negative to reduce the coupling and thereby tune the q
parameter. Figure 5�a� shows Iring as a function of B and Vigd
for decreasing values of Vtgc from left to right. As the cou-
pling is decreased Iring becomes more strongly suppressed at
B=−30 mT while the dips �white areas� at B=0 mT seem to
disappear. Within our model, this can be understood assum-
ing that a decrease in Vtgc reduces the phase pickup 
 of the
electrons traversing the interconnecting channel and there-
fore decreases q from its initial value of 1. In addition, the
reflection probability R is likely to increase. Figure 5�b�
shows G21 for the same parameters as in Fig. 4�a� while
varying q from 1 to 0. Again, we find good qualitative agree-
ment with the experiment except for very small q values
where it is difficult to determine which q matches the experi-
mental situation best. The last plot on the right shows G21 for
q=0, where AB-like oscillations are found except very close
to the resonance of the dot. This transition is more complete
in the experimental data, where for Vtgc=−69.9 mV only

coupling strengths. �a� Iring as a function of Vigd and B for two
re the peak positions extracted from fits to Idot. As Vtgc is decreased
ced shift in peak position. �b� G21 for −1 to +1 flux quanta passing
�R=0.61, q=1.0,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.2,0, and R=1/2. G21 ranges from
erent
nes a
indu
d are
small dips in Iring are found.
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In Fig. 6�a� traces of Iring and Idot as a function of Vigd at
B=0 mT �solid lines� and B=30 mT �dashed lines� are plot-
ted for Vtgc=−68.3, −68.7, −69.1, −69.5, and −69.9 mV.
The traces have been taken across the Coulomb resonance
marked with arrows in Fig. 5�a� and for each value of Vtgc
they were shifted in Vigd such that the peak maximum in Idot
�only B=0 mT shown� comes to lie at �Vigd=0 mV. The
topmost solid �lowermost dashed� line, respectively, marks
an AB maximum �minimum� for Vtgc=−69.9 mV which is
the most weakly coupled situation and corresponds to a q
�0.4. Here, the dip �peak� in Iring close to the resonance
position are more clearly visible. The behavior in Fig. 5�b� is
qualitatively different in the calculated G21, where even for
q=0 the dip close to resonance at B=0 yields a sharp trans-
mission zero for the parameters that were chosen. We will
argue in the following that this discrepancy between model
and experiment can be understood when taking into account
decoherence in the dot. In contrast to the model, the experi-
mental quantum dot is connected to two contacts which will
lead to partial phase randomization of the electron paths vis-
iting the quantum dot.39

B. Decoherence

Since the observed Fano resonances rely on coherent
transport through the whole structure, decoherence at finite
temperatures due to coupling of the structure to the environ-
ment, e.g., the source and drain leads of the dot, is important.
We have measured the temperature dependence of the Fano
line shapes in Iring and found that at T=0.65 K the AB os-
cillations in the ring persist while the Fano behavior is
strongly suppressed. This is in agreement with a picture
where the paths that pass through the dot are most strongly
affected by decoherence due to the fact that such a path is
longer than the direct paths in the ring which do not traverse
the dot. Furthermore, the dot paths will be influenced by

41,42
decoherence induced by the two contacts attached to it.
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We follow Ref. 34 in order to include decoherence in the
dot by the modification of the phase �D→�D+ i� /��, where
� is the length of the path through the dot and �� is the phase
coherence length. This introduces a damping of the coherent
channel passing through the dot. The “absorbed amplitude”
is reinjected into the incoherent channel by introducing an
additional term in the two-terminal conductance,

G̃21 = G21 +
2e2

h

�1 − R11 − T21��1 − R22 − T21�
�1 − R11 − T21 + 1 − R22 − T12�

, �22�

where Tji�Rji� is the transmission �reflection� probability for
injection in lead i and detection in lead j and is given by

R11 = �
2�c11 + c11� � − 1�2, T12 = 2�c12 + c12� �2,

R22 = �
2�c22 + c22� � − 1�2, �23�

with

�c11

c11�
	 = �−1�t2�F�� , �c12

c12�
	 = �−1�� ,

�c22

c22�
	 = �−1�F�t1�� , �24�

and

� = 1 − �t2�F�t1. �25�

The reinjection asserts probability conservation in the struc-
ture and hence the symmetries required by the two-terminal
Onsager relation.

Figure 6�b� shows G̃21 for q=1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0
taking into account a finite phase coherence length ��=4�.
The solid lines are again for � /�0=0 and the dashed lines
for � /�0=1/2. The gray solid line shows the line shape for

FIG. 6. �a� Iring at T=0.1 K for decreasing
gate coupling tuned by Vtgc=−68.3, −68.7,
−69.1, −69.5, and −69.9 mV. The curves are
measured over the peak marked with an arrow in
Fig. 5 and for B=0 mT �solid lines�, B=−30
mT �dashed lines�. For each value of Vtgc we sub-
tract an offset in Vigd in order for the peak in Idot

to be at Vigd=0 mV. �b� G̃21 for q
=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 including decoher-
ence in the dot with a decoherence rate � /��

=1/2. �c� G̃21 with strong decoherence in the dot
using � /��=2. �d� Iring as a function of Vigd and
B at T=0.65 K.
q=0 in the fully coherent case for comparison. Decoherence
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leads, as expected, to broadening of the Fano line shapes and
to strong amplitude reduction, a fact which has been sug-
gested to be used as a measure for decoherence in a quantum
dot in the Fano regime.25 The close resemblance to the mea-
sured data at T=100 mK �Fig. 6�a�� suggests that even at
these low temperatures the contacts to the quantum dot lead
to decoherence of paths entering the quantum dot from the
ring, hence, a modification of the Fano effect which we mea-
sure in Iring.

However, the deviation from the fully coherent limit is
strongest in the regime of weak coupling between the two
structures close to q=0. The experimental traces show a re-
duction in oscillation amplitude �separation between solid
and dashed curve� of about 20% close to resonance, while

G̃21 exhibits a reduction which is more than twice as large.
We believe that in the real structure both the reflection prob-
ability R and the decoherence rate increase as the coupling
between the ring and the dot is decreased. For weaker cou-
pling, the time an electron spends in the dot becomes larger
and this means that close to the dot resonance its probability
for tunneling into one of the contacts of the dot becomes
larger. We have adjusted the parameters in the model accord-
ingly and find good agreement for R=3/4 and �=�� �not
shown�. Note that the cross coupling of Vtgc on the dot leads
has the opposite effect and the Coulomb peak width in Idot
decreases for decreasing Vtgc.

For q=1 the effect of decoherence due to the dot contacts
is small since we expect strong coherent coupling between
the two structures. This can be seen from the good agreement

between G̃21 and Iring for this situation.
When the temperature is increased decoherence becomes

important also for the q=1 case and the Fano effect is almost

completely lost at T=0.65 K. Figure 6�c� shows G̃21 for R
=3/4, �R=0.61, q=1, and ��= � /2. These parameters were
chosen so as to resemble the data in Fig. 6�d� measured at
T=0.65 K. Using the dimensions of the ring-dot structure we
estimate a phase coherence length �300 nm at this tempera-
ture. The decoherence of paths through the dot strongly sup-
presses the asymmetric line shapes, leading to an AB pattern
in the conductance. This clearly links the observed asymmet-
ric line shapes to the interaction between discrete states
formed in the dot and continuous states of the ring and fur-
ther strengthens our explanation in terms of the Fano effect.

V. DISCUSSION

The scattering model clearly reproduces all the character-
istic features of the experimental data but has a few obvious
limitations. While we restrict decoherence to the dot, a more
accurate model would include both thermal averaging as
well as decoherence in the dot, the ring, and the intercon-
necting arm. Using thermal averaging alone we were not
able to reproduce the experimental data at finite temperature
and the inclusion of decoherence in the ring and the inter-
connecting arm did not improve the model. We therefore
restricted ourselves to decoherence as discussed above, and
speculate that the additional leads on the dot are the main
source for decoherence of the Fano effect.
205326
The model only treats a two-terminal geometry which ne-
glects effects of the two contacts on the dot in terms of the
symmetry of the current as a function of B. This means that
the model also assumes that there are no net currents flowing
from the dot to the ring �T1←dot=0�. From the simultaneous
measurements of Icross we estimate this contribution to be
about two times smaller than the dips �peaks� in Iring for q
=0 and we are therefore led to believe that it has little influ-
ence on Iring. However, where the current through the dot is
suppressed at larger magnetic fields �e.g., in the lower left
corner in Fig. 3�c��, AB-periodic features are found in Idot,
indicating that either the coherent coupling between the two
systems also influences Idot or that there is a considerable
AB-modulated net current flowing from the ring leads into
the dot.

In a quantum dot the addition energy between two reso-
nances is not only determined by space quantization effects
but is enhanced by Coulomb interactions between the elec-
trons on the dot. This is not included in our calculation and
could explain the slightly stronger modulation as a function
of gate voltage in the experimental data when comparing
with the model at T=0.65 K in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. While we
think that our model accurately describes the regime where
the Fano effect is strong, we find that in the experimental
data at T=0.65 K the dips in Iring are closer to the actual
peak positions of the dot than in the model. We have shown
that the influence of cross coupling from the dot is negligible
in the completely decoupled system �see also Ref. 31�. How-
ever, for Vtgc=−69.9 mV the channel between the two struc-
tures is not pinched off and Coulomb interactions could be
stronger and possibly lead to modified Fano line shapes close
to the resonance condition of the dot.19

We find that spin-paired peaks involving subsequent fill-
ing of the same orbital not only show similar behavior in Idot
but also lead to a similar interference pattern in Iring as evi-
dent, e.g., in Fig. 4�b�. We conclude that spin is not important
for the observed interference effect and Kondo correlations43

are therefore negligible.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the current

through a ring with a coherently side-coupled dot leads to
asymmetric line shapes in the current through the ring as a
function of a gate voltage which tunes the discrete dot levels.
This is indicative of the Fano effect, and we have shown that
the symmetry of the observed Fano line shapes can be tuned
by applying a magnetic field. The q parameter was adjusted
with a gate voltage tuning the coupling between the ring and
the dot. Good agreement between the data and a single-
channel scattering matrix model allows us to identify our
structure with a Fano scatterer embedded in a two-terminal
AB ring. Comparison with this model also lets us identify the
additional leads on the dot as the dominant source of deco-
herence for the Fano effect. Raising the temperature to T
=0.65 K the Fano effect almost completely disappears while
AB interference in the ring persists to above T=4.2 K.
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